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a b s t r a c t
Background: To understand the dynamic process of cessation fatigue (i.e., the tiredness of trying to quit
smoking) with respect to its average trend, effect on relapse, time-varying relations with craving and
negative affect, and differences among genders and treatment groups.
Method: Randomized placebo-controlled clinical trial. Participants received either placebo, monotherapy
(bupropion SR, nicotine patch, nicotine lozenge), or combined pharmacotherapy (bupropion SR + nicotine
lozenge, nicotine patch + nicotine lozenge). Data were collected from 1504 daily smokers who were
motivated to quit smoking. The participants completed baseline assessments and ecological momentary
assessments for 2 weeks post-quit.
Results: Cessation fatigue reduced the likelihood of 6-month post-quit abstinence (OR = 0.97, 95% CI (0.95,
0.99)), and was positively associated with craving and negative affect. After controlling for these two factors, average cessation fatigue increased over time. Compared to men, women experienced greater fatigue
(t = −10.69, p < 0.0001) and a stronger relation between fatigue and craving (t = −8.80, p < 0.0001). The
relationship between fatigue and negative affect was signiﬁcantly stronger in men (t = 5.73, p < 0.0001).
Cessation fatigue was signiﬁcantly reduced by combined pharmacotherapy (t = −13.4, p < 0.0001), as well
as monotherapy (t = −6.2, p < 0.0001).
Conclusions: Cessation fatigue was closely related to craving, negative affect, and cessation outcomes.
Women reported greater cessation fatigue than men. Current treatments appeared to reduce fatigue and
weaken its relations with craving and negative affect.
© 2013 Elsevier Ireland Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Many smokers trying to quit ultimately relapse within a few
weeks. Even with various medications and behavioral interventions, less than 30% of smokers achieve long-term abstinence
(Fiore et al., 2008). Effective treatments have been shown to work
by reducing cravings or negative affect, but these mechanisms only
account for a small proportion of treatments’ effects on relapse
(Lerman et al., 2002; McCarthy et al., 2008; Piper et al., 2008;
Piasecki, 2006). Thus, it is important for researchers to identify
other potential factors that not only convey relapse risk but also
can be modiﬁed by effective treatment.
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One possible relapse risk factor that has been posited but rarely
studied is cessation fatigue. Cessation fatigue, deﬁned as tiredness
of trying to quit smoking, may be an important construct in understanding the relapse process (Piasecki et al., 2002). At the beginning
of a quit attempt, individuals may be enthusiastic about quitting;
however, motivation may diminish over time in the presence of
stressors, strong urges to smoke, and the extra effort required to
cope with negative affect by means other than smoking. Cessation
fatigue, manifested by decreases in self-efﬁcacy and exhaustion of
self-control resources, mounts accordingly. This is consistent with
the strength model of self-regulation (Muraven et al., 1998; Hagger
et al., 2010; Vohs and Heatherton, 2000; Inzlicht and Schmeichel,
2012) which holds that individuals have a limited capacity for selfregulation (i.e., a limited amount of strength or energy) and that
exertion of self-control diminishes capacity for subsequent selfcontrol efforts.
Simmons et al. (2010) developed a measure to assess motivation to maintain abstinence, which taps related constructs. To the
best of our knowledge, however, there are little empirical studies
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directly measuring cessation fatigue. Because fatigue is posited to
be something that develops over time, it is important to understand the dynamic process of fatigue. Further, it is important to
understand how withdrawal symptoms – speciﬁcally, craving and
negative affect, which motivate smoking and require self-control
resources to prevent cigarette use, are related to fatigue during the
course of a quit attempt. Understanding these dynamics is critical
to understanding the relapse process and developing new interventions to address speciﬁc relapse risk factors. For instance, it could
be that smokers can cope with craving for only a few days, but then
their self-control resources are exhausted and their fatigue reaches
a level that prevents them from inhibiting their desire to smoke.
If this were true, then interventions could be developed to help
increase self-control capacity, similar to training for a marathon
(Muraven et al., 1998).
Previous research has shown that relapse rates differ by treatment (e.g., combined pharmacotherapy; Fiore et al., 2008; Smith
et al., 2009; Stead et al., 2008). If cessation treatments work by
suppressing craving and negative affect (Bolt et al., 2012), thereby
reducing fatigue, then we would expect that participants who
received the most effective treatments would show less overall
cessation fatigue. Further, the relation between craving/negative
affect and fatigue should be attenuated among smokers receiving treatment relative to these relations in a placebo treatment
group.
Gender also inﬂuences relapse risk. Research has shown that
women are less likely to be successful quitters in the long term
and are particularly responsive to speciﬁc medications (Piper et al.,
2010; Shiffman et al., 2005; Smith et al., 2003). However, the underlying mechanisms of women’s increased relapse risk and treatment
response are unclear. Therefore, it is important to understand
whether there are gender differences in fatigue that might account
for the gender differences in relapse.
In the current study, we explore the dynamic process of cessation fatigue using ecological momentary assessment (EMA)
data (Shiffman et al., 2008; Shiffman, 2009). We ﬁrst examine its general dynamics during a quit attempt and its relation
to cessation, hypothesizing that fatigue will increase over time
and be positively associated with relapse (H1); second, we
analyze its time-varying relations to other relapse risk factors – craving and negative affect, testing the hypothesis that
craving and negative affect will be positively associated with
fatigue, with the strength of association increasing during the
quit attempt (H2). This research will also examine the effects
of treatment and gender on the dynamic process of cessation
fatigue, addressing the hypotheses that participants who received
active pharmacotherapy will report less overall fatigue relative
to those who received placebo (H3); and women will report
more fatigue relative to men and combined pharmacotherapy
will be especially helpful in attenuating fatigue among women
(H4).
We addressed these questions using multilevel modeling (MLM;
Raudenbush and Bryk, 2002; Schwartz and Stone, 1998; Walls and
Schafer, 2006) and a relatively new analytical approach, the timevarying effect model (TVEM; Hastie and Tibshirani, 1993). MLM
is a well-established parametric approach that is used to model
longitudinal data. TVEM, by contrast, is a nonparametric modeling technique that may provide new insight in the same data
context. In previous work (Shiyko et al., 2012; Selya et al., 2012),
TVEM was employed to examine the dynamic associations between
smoking urges and negative affect during a quit attempt. This
study extends the application of TVEM to more complex models to
incorporate interactions between time-varying effects of key predictors, and to the important but less studied outcome of cessation
fatigue.
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2. Methods
2.1. Participants
We used data from a randomized, placebo-controlled clinical trial (N = 1504) of
ﬁve active smoking-cessation pharmacotherapies, in which daily smokers who were
highly motivated to quit were recruited (Piper et al., 2009). The study was registered
in http://clinicaltrials.gov/with the identiﬁcation number NCT00332644.
In our analysis, we removed the subjects with zero observations for the outcome
or the key covariates (n = 373) and those who failed to establish initial abstinence
(i.e., quit for at least 24 h in the ﬁrst 7 days after the target quit date, n = 127). We
used only the observations before full relapse (i.e., 7 consecutive days of smoking). Ultimately, data from 1004 subjects were analyzed; 102 received placebo,
522 received monotherapy (nicotine patch, nicotine lozenge or bupropion) and 380
received combined pharmacotherapy (nicotine patch + nicotine lozenge or nicotine
bupropion + nicotine lozenge). On average, participants provided 27.1 observations
(SD = 11.8), contributing to 27,173 EMA occasions in all. The resulting sample was
59% female and 87% White with the average age of 45.5 years (SD = 10.8), reporting a baseline mean of 21.1 cigarettes per day (SD = 8.8) and a mean of 26.9 years
smoked (SD = 11.2). No baseline characteristic differences were found across the
three treatment groups due to randomization of the experiment.
2.2. Measures
Prior to quitting, participants answered questions about gender, ethnicity, age,
marital status, education level, employment and smoking history features. Tobacco
dependence was assessed with one item from the Fagerström Test for Nicotine
Dependence (FTND; Heatherton et al., 1991): “How soon after you wake up do you
smoke?” This item has strong predictive validity (Baker et al., 2007).
Participants also provided intensive longitudinal data; they responded to four
EMA prompts per day (morning, night, and 2 random times) for two weeks postquit. These EMAs assessed the number of cigarettes smoked since last prompt and
how participants felt within the last 15 min in terms of withdrawal symptoms (e.g.,
negative affect, Watson et al., 1998, craving) and cessation fatigue. The withdrawal
symptoms were assessed using 11 items from the Wisconsin Smoking Withdrawal
Scale (WSWS; Welsch et al., 1999), such as feeling tense or anxious, feeling sad
or depressed, being bothered by the desire to smoke a cigarette, and having difﬁculty thinking clearly, but with an eleven-point response scale to increase response
variability (see McCarthy et al., 2008). Negative affect is a combination of six items
from the Positive and Negative Affect Scale (PANAS; Watson et al., 1998): tense or
anxious, impatient, bothered by negative moods, irritable or easily angered, sad or
depressed, and hopeless or discouraged. Cessation fatigue was also measured by an
eleven-point response scale to the single item recording the feeling that “I am tired
of trying to quit smoking”, with scale 0 as disagree most and scale 10 as agree most.
2.3. Statistical analysis
For Hypothesis 1, we used both the parametric approach, MLM, and the nonparametric approach, TVEM, to delineate the temporal trajectory of cessation fatigue. A
generalized MLM was used to examine the relation between fatigue and cessation
outcome. Both MLM and TVEM can be used to depict time-varying trends and relations. MLM typically exerts functional forms (i.e., linear, quadratic) on the outcome
over time and does not allow for effects of covariates, even time-varying ones, to
change with time. In contrast, TVEM is able to capture temporal changes over time
because the only restriction it imposes is that change over time in the coefﬁcient
curves (intercept and effects of covariates) is smooth (Hoover et al., 1998; Li et al.,
2006).
For Hypothesis 2, we explored the dynamic association between fatigue, craving, and negative affect using TVEMs, where the model coefﬁcients were estimated
non-parametrically and model selection procedures were used to determine model
complexity (Shiyko et al., 2012; Tan et al., 2012). We ﬁrst ﬁt a TVEM with cessation
fatigue as the outcome and craving and negative affect as the predictors (see Model
1). We also controlled for baseline dependence (i.e., FTND) and episodes of smoking
at each time (LAPSE; 0 = no lapse, 1 = lapse).
Model 1 : FATIGij = ˇ0 (tij ) + ˇ1 (tij ) CRAVij + ˇ2 (tij )NAij + ˇ3 FTNDi + ˇ4 LASPEij + εij .
In Model 1, FATIGij , CRAVij and NAij are intensively measured longitudinal variables
for subject i measured at time tij . All continuous predictors were standardized. Thus,
the intercept ˇ0 (tij ) represents the mean value of FATIGij at time tij for a typical person with the average level on all continuous predictors and no lapse. Similarly, the
slopes ˇ1 (tij ) and ˇ2 (tij ) represent the strength and direction of the relation between
craving and fatigue, and between negative affect and fatigue, respectively, at time tij
after adjusting for other covariates in the model. The fact that ˇ0 , ˇ1 and ˇ2 are timespeciﬁc makes the model fundamentally distinct from MLM. Interpretation of the
intercept and the slope coefﬁcients requires plotting the estimated values against
time, along with the corresponding conﬁdence intervals to determine whether the
lines differ from 0 or from other curves. The random errors εij are assumed to be
continuous with mean zero.
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Table 1
Time-constant coefﬁcient estimates of Model 1 (time-varying effect model of
regressing cessation fatigue on craving and negative affect, adjusting for lapse and
baseline dependence).
Covariate

Estimate (SD)

p-Value

Intercept
Intercept × time
Craving
Craving × time
Lapse
Baseline dependence

2.53 (0.04)
0.02 (0.01)
0.24 (0.04)
0.05 (0.01)
0.28 (0.08)
0.08 (0.02)

<.0001
0.0007
<.0001
<.0001
0.0005
<.0001

Intercept, craving and their interactions with time are shown in the constant effects
table because these terms were chosen to be of parametric forms in model selection
procedure of TVEM. The corresponding plots are the left and middle panels of Fig. 2.
The coefﬁcient of NA is not included in this table because it was decided by the
model selection procedure of TVEM to be a nonparametric curve with two knots.
The inference for NA can be drawn from the right panel of Fig. 2.

of fatigue are less likely to achieve long-term abstinence compared
with those with lower levels of fatigue. However, these analyses
showed that fatigue actually decreased over time, although to a
lesser degree than other relapse risk factors.
Fig. 1. The overall dynamics of the outcome, cessation fatigue, and the two predictors, craving and negative affect.
For Hypotheses 3 and 4, we included gender (1 = male; 0 = female) and its
interaction with craving and negative affect to test for gender differences in the
coefﬁcient functions for ˇ0 , ˇ1 and ˇ2 (Model 2). We ﬁt this model separately for
each of the three treatment groups (i.e., placebo, monotherapy and combined pharmacotherapy), allowing for an assessment of treatment effects on all coefﬁcients
and coefﬁcient functions.
Model 2 : FATIGij = ˇ0 (tij ) + ˇ1 (tij ) CRAVij + ˇ2 (tij ) NAij + ˇ3 Genderi + ˇ4 Genderi
×CRAVij + ˇ5 Genderi × NAij + ˇ6 FTNDi + ˇ7 LASPEij + εij .

2.4. Software
All MLMs were ﬁt in SAS. The SAS macro %TVEM normal was used to ﬁt all
TVEMs, and is available for free download at http://methodology.psu.edu (Yang
et al., 2012). Please refer to the supplementary material for analytic steps and syntax
for estimating a TVEM.1

3. Results
3.1. Cessation fatigue: average trends and role in relapse
Fig. 1 displays nonparametric curves of cessation fatigue, craving, and negative affect over the ﬁrst 2 weeks post-quit. All the
three curves show decreasing trends, but with different slopes. One
may notice by visual inspection that the overall decline in cessation fatigue is small relative to that in craving and negative affect.
This difference is conﬁrmed by the results of corresponding MLMs,
which show that craving has the steepest linear decreasing trend
(estimated slope = −0.16), followed by negative affect (estimated
slope = −0.09) and cessation fatigue (estimated slope = −0.02).
To determine whether cessation fatigue is associated with
relapse risk, we ﬁt a generalized MLM with the 6-month post-quit
abstinence status as the outcome and fatigue as the predictor. When
fatigue was treated as a continuous predictor with its original scale,
it was signiﬁcantly negatively associated with the probability of 6month post-quit abstinence (OR = 0.97, 95% CI (0.95, 0.99)), and thus
signiﬁcantly positively associated with relapse.
Together these results partially support H1: fatigue is signiﬁcantly associated with relapse and participants with higher levels

1
Supplementary material can be found by accessing the online version of this
paper. See Appendix A for more details.

3.2. Time-varying effect of craving and negative affect on
cessation fatigue
To examine how fatigue is associated with craving and negative
affect at different times in the two weeks post-quit, we estimated
Model 1 (Table 1 and Fig. 2). The dynamic association between
craving and cessation fatigue is depicted as a linear function of
time in the middle panel of Fig. 2 The conﬁdence bands are well
above zero, and the estimated effect of craving on cessation fatigue
increased steadily as a function of time since quit date, indicating
that the association between the two measures strengthened over
time (i.e., increases in craving a week after the target quit date produce greater increases in cessation fatigue than the same increase
would have produced one day after the target quit date). The coefﬁcient function for negative affect is shown in the right panel of
Fig. 2. The curve lies above zero, increases dramatically from day 0
to day 4, and decreases mildly thereafter. This pattern indicates that
a participant reporting higher levels of negative affect was likely to
experience greater cessation fatigue during the quit attempt, and
this association strengthened considerably within the ﬁrst few days
after quitting.
After adjusting for craving and negative affect, the trend of cessation fatigue increased over time (Fig. 2, left panel), in contrast
to the downward trajectory in Fig. 1. With these ﬁndings, we conclude that the decrease in cessation fatigue in Fig. 1 was likely due to
the decreases in craving and negative affect, which were positively
associated with fatigue. Thus, over time, as craving and negative
affect decrease, fatigue decreases as well.
It should be noted that because craving and negative affect
are correlated (Piper et al., 2011), ˇ1 (tij ) represents the relation
between fatigue and craving only after adjusting for negative affect,
and the same is true for ˇ2 (tij ). For a more precise test of the
hypotheses of the raw relation between fatigue, craving and negative affect, we ﬁt two other univariate TVEMs, where either craving
or negative affect is the only predictor of cessation fatigue, controlling only for nicotine dependence and lapse. The resulting plots of
the coefﬁcients for craving and negative affect (not shown) were
nearly identical to those in Fig. 2.
3.3. Treatment and gender differences in the dynamics of
cessation fatigue
The MLM results indicate that the active treatment groups had
signiﬁcantly lower average levels of cessation fatigue than the
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Fig. 2. Time-varying coefﬁcient functions of Model 1 (left panel: time-varying intercept, the average intensity of cessation fatigue after accounting for craving and negative
affect; middle panel: time-varying effect of craving; right panel: time-varying effect of negative affect).

placebo group (monotherapy vs. placebo: t = −6.2; combined pharmacotherapy vs. placebo: t = −13.4; p < 0.0001), consistent with our
hypothesis that active pharmacotherapy reduces fatigue. Table 2
presents average fatigue and other key variables for the different
treatment groups. The combined pharmacotherapy group had even
lower cessation fatigue than the monotherapy group (t = −12.4,
p < 0.0001). Women experienced signiﬁcantly greater fatigue than
men (mean for women = 2.86, mean for men = 2.30, t = −10.69,
p < 0.0001), consistent with hypothesis H4.
We further explored treatment and gender differences by ﬁtting
Model 2 (Table 3). Fig. 3 represents graphical summaries of the
intercept functions (i.e., plots of each group mean cessation fatigue
over time) for the three treatment groups by gender. For both
genders, the placebo group had the highest average level of fatigue
with quadratic trends, followed by the monotherapy group with
similar quadratic trends but in different directions. Individuals in
the combined therapy group had the lowest overall level of fatigue
and experienced a slight increase during the two-week period.
Comparing the two panels of the ﬁgure, we observed that all three
intercept functions for men were lower than those for women in

the corresponding treatment groups, indicating men had lower
fatigue than women. For women (Fig. 3 left panel), the conﬁdence
bands for the three curves overlap only slightly. By comparison,
the distinctions among the three treatment groups for men
were less dramatic (Fig. 3 right panel), with complete separation
only between the placebo and combined therapy groups. These
results suggest that active treatments reduce cessation fatigue,
relative to placebo, and are more effective for women than men in
ameliorating cessation fatigue.
The coefﬁcient functions for the effect of craving on cessation
fatigue are presented in Fig. 4. The lines for placebo group are ﬂat,
whereas those for the active treatment groups are linearly increasing. For both genders, most of the lines fall signiﬁcantly above zero,
indicating a signiﬁcant positive association between craving and
fatigue that remained stable for the placebo group and strengthened for the active treatment groups. Thus, treatments effectively
weakened the associations at the beginning of the post-quit period
(the ﬁrst week) but became less effective over time. At all times,
and for all treatment groups, the association between craving and
cessation fatigue was stronger for females than for males. In other

Table 2
Descriptive statistics of study variables for the three treatment groups and the two genders.
Treatment comparison

Proportion of female
Baseline dependence
Pre-quit craving
Pre-quit negative affect
Pre-quit smoke
Post-quit craving
Post-quit negative affect
Post-quit smoke
Cessation fatigue

Gender comparison

Placebo
Mean (SD)

Monotherapy
Mean (SD)

Combined therapy
Mean (SD)

Male
Mean (SD)

Female
Mean (SD)

55.88%
1.86
(0.93)
3.42
(3.24)
1.31
(1.35)
4.44
(5.19)
4.12
(3.54)
1.69
(1.67)
0.33
(1.56)
3.29
(3.72)

59.00%
1.93
(0.87)
3.46
(3.12)
1.28
(1.31)
4.59
(5.09)
3.87*
(3.41)
1.52*
(1.54)
0.16*
(0.89)
2.78*
(3.51)

59.74%
2.02
(0.82)
3.48
(3.10)
1.31
(1.36)
4.92
(5.15)
3.55*†
(3.37)
1.41*†
(1.44)
0.13*†
(0.74)
2.28*†
(3.21)

–
1.91
(0.84)
3.23*
(2.67)
1.21*
(1.22)
5.24*
(6.07)
3.51*
(3.26)
1.40*
(1.42)
0.20
(1.06)
2.30*
(3.29)

–
1.86
(0.87)
3.62
(3.22)
1.34
(1.40)
4.34
(4.63)
3.95
(3.50)
1.55
(1.57)
0.15
(0.83)
2.86
(3.51)

Items in the ﬁrst two rows are baseline measurements measured once at the beginning of the study; items from row 3 to row 5 are based on the pre-quit EMA measurements
of craving, negative affect, and smoke. Smoke was measured by the number of cigarette smoked since last report, corresponding to the variable “Relapse” in the model; the
last four rows represent the post-quit measurements assessed using EMA data. The response cessation fatigue is a post-quit variable; in the ﬁrst three columns, * p < .05
compared to placebo; † p < .05 compared to monotherapy; in the last two columns, * p < .05 compared to females.
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Table 3
Time-constant coefﬁcient estimates of Model 2 (time-varying effect model of regressing cessation fatigue on craving, negative affect, gender, the interaction between gender
and craving, and the interaction between gender and negative affect, adjusting for lapse and baseline dependence, for three treatment groups respectively).
Group

Covariate

Estimate (SD)

p-Value

Placebo

Male
Male × Crav
Male × NA
Lapse
Baseline dependence

−0.78 (0.14)
−0.69 (0.15)
0.54 (0.18)
0.24 (0.24)
−0.60 (0.10)

<.0001
<.0001
0.0022
0.3234
<.0001

Monotherapy

Male
Male × Crav
Male × NA
Lapse
Baseline dependence

−0.48 (0.06)
−0.50 (0.07)
0.40 (0.07)
0.61 (0.11)
0.24 (0.03)

<.0001
<.0001
<.0001
<.0001
<.0001

Combined
therapy

Male
Male × Crav
Male × NA
Lapse
Baseline dependence

−0.32 (0.06)
−0.24 (0.07)
0.04 (0.09)
−0.32 (0.13)
0.14 (0.03)

<.0001
0.0006
0.6570
0.0154
<.0001

This table contains only the coefﬁcient estimates of the model parameters that are assumed to be time-constant, namely, ␤3, ␤4, ␤5, ␤6, and ␤7. The inference of the
time-varying effects that are of primary interest (i.e., the intercepts, the effects of craving and the effects of negative affect) can be drawn from Figs. 3–5.

Fig. 3. Intercept functions for Model 2 (time-varying mean fatigue during ﬁrst two weeks of quit attempt) by treatment group and gender (left panel for females and right
panel for males).

Fig. 4. Time-varying effect of craving on cessation fatigue for Model 2, by treatment group and gender (left panel for females and right panel for males).
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words, women tended to have greater association between craving and fatigue than men. Moreover, since the lines for the active
treatment groups are separated from that of the placebo group
more consistently for women than for men, indicating a statistically signiﬁcant difference at these points in time, we conclude that
the active pharmacotherapies are more effective in weakening the
association between craving and fatigue for women than for men,
at least in the ﬁrst week post-quit.
The coefﬁcient functions for the effect of negative affect on
cessation fatigue for the three treatment groups by gender are
presented in Fig. 5. For both females (left panel) and males (right
panel), more negative affect corresponded to signiﬁcantly greater
cessation fatigue for all treatment groups after approximately Day
2 post-quit. The two active treatment curves separate completely
among males, and the combined pharmacotherapy group completely separates from the placebo group around Day 4, when
negative affect has its strongest association with fatigue (Fig. 2,
right panel). This suggests that combined pharmacotherapy was
more effective than monotherapy at reducing the association
between negative affect and fatigue, and that this advantage was
more signiﬁcant for men than women. On average, men had a
stronger association between negative affect and cessation fatigue
than women.

4. Discussion
This exploratory research describes the ﬁrst comprehensive
analysis of the construct of cessation fatigue. We stated four
hypotheses based on previous theoretical and empirical work.
We hypothesized that cessation fatigue would increase over time;
results were partially consistent with this hypothesis. Fatigue actually decreased over time; however, after we controlled for craving
and negative affect, fatigue did increase over time. This suggests
that craving and negative affect strongly inﬂuence the time course
of cessation fatigue. As predicted, we found that cessation fatigue
is signiﬁcantly related to cessation success such that those who
report low levels of fatigue are more likely to be abstinent by 6months post-quit conﬁrming H1. Further, we found that fatigue
is ameliorated by nicotine replacement therapy, consistent with
H3. In addition, smokers who received combined pharmacotherapy reported signiﬁcantly less fatigue than those who received
monotherapy. These ﬁndings suggest that fatigue is an important
construct, related to cessation success and inﬂuenced by cessation
treatments.
We also sought to understand the relations between cessation fatigue, craving, and negative affect, which were hypothesized
to strengthen over time. Using TVEMs, we were able to model
the time-varying relations between fatigue, craving, and negative affect. As hypothesized, craving and negative affect were both
positively associated with fatigue: smokers who reported greater
craving or negative affect also reported more cessation fatigue.
Importantly, the associations between craving, negative affect and
fatigue increased over time, supporting H2, that these smokingrelated cues exert an increasing toll on smokers. However, it should
be noted that the relation between negative affect and fatigue
increased sharply for the ﬁrst few days post-quit and then remained
positive, but exhibited a slight decline through the end of the two
weeks post-quit.
These ﬁndings are consistent with the strength model of selfregulation (Muraven et al., 1998; Hagger et al., 2010; Vohs and
Heatherton, 2000; Inzlicht and Schmeichel, 2012). The continuing need to activate self-control resources to prevent the dominant
response of smoking in the face of key motivational prods exhausts
these resources so that, over time, coping with a craving that would
have been easy in the ﬁrst days of a cessation attempt becomes
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much more difﬁcult. This task, then, is related to signiﬁcantly
greater self-control depletion and, therefore, greater risk of relapse.
Future research is needed to demonstrate the relation between
cessation fatigue and self-control resources and to examine this
proposed relapse mechanisms more carefully.
It is important to note that the strength model of self-regulation
is distinct from a skill-based model (Muraven et al., 1998), which
suggests that once someone has the necessary coping skills, s/he
can execute them at any time without regard to any previous
regulatory activity. Smoking treatment has focused on helping
smokers develop skills to cope with smoking cues and urges (Fiore
et al., 2008), but little focus has addressed this issue of capacity. The current research suggests that smokers may initially have
the necessary capacity to cope with cravings or negative affect,
but as they continue to succeed in doing so, they deplete their
coping/self-control reserves and may ultimately reach a point
where they have exhausted their capacity to resist the urge to
smoke. Future research on fatigue could examine whether there
is a time when need for self-control exceeds capacity and lapsing
becomes inevitable. Identifying this point could help in developing treatments that prevent smokers from reaching this point of
exhaustion.
Understanding gender differences in cessation success is a key
public health concern. The TVEM results showed that women had
greater cessation fatigue and stronger association between craving
and cessation fatigue than did men, but active pharmacotherapy
was more effective in reducing this association for women than
for men. On the other hand, we found that men had a stronger
association between negative affect and fatigue than did women,
active pharmacotherapy was more effective in weakening this
association for men than for women. These ﬁndings suggest that
active treatment may ameliorate cessation fatigue through different mechanisms for men and women, but that reduction in
cessation fatigue may be a common pathway of relapse prevention.
It is important to note that these ﬁndings occurred in the context of
women generally reporting higher levels of cessation fatigue as well
as pre-quit and post-quit craving and negative affect. However, if
these ﬁndings were only related to women reporting elevated levels of craving and fatigue, we would not see gender differences in
the correlations between these variables over time (Figs. 4 and 5),
merely the different effectiveness of treatments between two genders (Figs. 3–5).
These ﬁndings have several limitations. This study was conducted with smokers who were motivated to quit and participate
in a long-term clinical trial. Therefore, these ﬁndings might not
generalize to all smokers. Moreover, by MLM results, the subjects
removed from the dataset due to providing insufﬁcient data or not
being able to quit for at least 24 h had signiﬁcantly higher baseline dependence, pre-quit craving and pre-quit negative affect than
those who were in the analysis. This may introduce bias to our
results. In addition, most conclusions of this study are based on the
novel methodology TVEM. Since this methodology was designed to
depict changes in relations between variables over time, rather than
to conduct speciﬁc hypothesis testing, this limits the conclusions
that can be drawn from this approach. However, future advances
in the development of this approach will likely lead to a broader
set of hypothesis tests that can be accurately conducted. Finally,
while we did not use data from participants following a return to
regular smoking and we did control for smoking since the last EMA
prompt, we do not have a good understanding of the impact of
smoking/lapsing on cessation fatigue. Future research is needed to
examine the effects of initial lapse and subsequent lapses on the
development of fatigue.
Despite the limitations, this study contributes to our understanding of smoking cessation fatigue in several ways. Using EMA
data and a new analytic technique, TVEM, our results supported a
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Fig. 5. Time-varying effect of negative affect on cessation fatigue for Model 2, by treatment group and gender (left panel for females and right panel for males).

strength model of self-control, showing that fatigue increased over
time, after controlling for craving and negative affect, and that the
association between craving and negative affect and fatigue also
increased over time. In sum, it appears that cessation fatigue is a
key component of the relapse process that is related to both craving
and negative affect, inﬂuences smoking cessation outcome, manifests differently by gender, and appears to be ameliorated to some
degree by pharmacotherapies.
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